
 
 

 
From: Andy xxxxx 
Sent: 15 January 2008 10:07 
To: 'Richard Hemington MD Specialized UK' 
Cc: 'Mike McAndrews' 
Subject: Re; Enduro SL concerns 
 
Richard 
 
 
Just to confirm that myself and Mick McAndrews managed to hook-up on the telephone 
yesterday evening and as you had predicted; Mick was extremely reassuring in all that he had 
to say on both the technical aspects of the Specialized suspension components as well as 
matters relating the longevity and strengthening of the in-house suspension programme 
 
My own opinion on what Mick has communicated, is that the commitment & approach adopted 
by Specialized towards investing in the further development and post-sale support for the 
product (and therefore, ultimately to the benefit of the customer) demonstrates good stead 
towards, perhaps not restoring faith in Specialized by existing Enduro SL owners, as brand 
integrity & quality of service offered to the customer has never to my knowledge been 
questioned in respect of any of the issues raised; moreover, shall provide confidence that 
reliability has been instilled into certain aspects of own-suspension components which 
previously had been found prone to developing defects once out in the field and that 
Specialized are willing to provide continued support to customers whom have committed 
towards purchasing into emerging technical innovations at the time of early market introduction 
 
Again, Mick’s explanation regarding initial sourcing/supply chain difficulties was considered to 
be entirely reasonable and is acknowledged as being a key aspect and one which has been 
and continues to be addressed. Similarly, certain design improvements implemented within the 
more recent generation of components are recognised as being reliability or fail-prevention 
orientated as much as performance-specification related 
 
Another aspect which became apparent from the conversation, is that perhaps the majority of 
concerns highlighted in my correspondence were items which Specialized were either already 
aware and/or had already proactively been making inroads towards addressing, be that 
unbeknown perhaps to parties extraneous to the organisation. Again, this is very reassuring as 
the consumer and I think that both myself and Mick were in agreement in suggesting that the 
missing link was perhaps “communication” in respect of allaying the concerns highlighted; be 
that through a co-aligned initiative incorporating the Specialized website and instruction via the 
Dealership Network and/or other effective means of relaying the message to existing or 
prospective Specialized customers (particularly Enduro SL) 
 
With the above in mind, if I could still ask you to continue with your intention to liaise with Mick 
towards providing written explanation/confirmation of aspects relating to the initial concerns 
brought to attention in my initial correspondence and likewise, items discussed within my 
subsequent conversation with Mick; I would be extremely happy to ensure that all Enduro SL 
owners and interested parties familiar to myself have this information provided to them 
 
Thank you for the exemplary manner & attitude in which Specialized has undertaken to service 
the concerns of customers on these issues 
 
 
Kind regards 
 
 
 
Andy Smith 


